WUWHS 2022 Prestigious Presidential Awards
1. UAE Local Clinical Wound Centers of Excellence Awards
2. Middle East Regional Clinical Wound Centers of Excellence Awards
In this endeavor our aim is to highlight the work of clinical wound centers of excellence that had made an
impact on wound care in the United Arab Emirates and the Middle East region. We are awaiting
nominations of clinical units with a wound related focus on either prevention, curative management or
rehabilitation that changed, and still are changing, the lives of patients. Excellence in day-to-day conduct
is to be celebrated and duly awarded for their influence and outcomes.

Rules:
1. Any wound related clinical entity in the United Arab Emirates or in the Middle Eastern region will
be eligible to be nominated or nominate themselves for entry into the WUWHS Prestigious
Presidential awards for Clinical Wound Centres of Excellence by 31 December 2021
2. Nomination should clearly state:
1. Identify the award (Local in the UAE or regional in the rest of the Middle East)
2. The premise of the clinical entity (Where it is located; Name of the entity)
3. Main person in charge of the entity (Name, Credentials and contact details)
4. Main focus of the daily care approach followed (Prevention, Curative, Rehabilitation)
5. Clinical approach followed in the unit (How is knowledge transferred to patient care and
outcomes; What is the backbone of the knowledge paradigm)
6. What sets this entity apart to being a center of excellence (A single statement in 25 words)
7. Provide an overview of the activities of the entity in 500 words, explaining the clinical
approach to advance practice and reach clinical outcomes. Add concise examples of

initiatives, patient numbers, research endeavors, accreditations, interprofessional team
members. Any creative, innovative and original approaches incorporated in day-to-day
practice can be highlighted here. (Example pieces can be added as addendum)
3. Process of nomination:
1. On the WUWHS web site find the page named “Submitting Abstracts”
2. On that page find “Submit nominations for Clinical Excellence Awards”
3. Enter requested details of the clinical entity and entity leader(s)
4. Enter the 20-word excellence statement
5. Enter the 500-word proposal/ description of the entity
6. Once the submission is completed you will automatically receive a confirmation email
4. Submission dates
1. Closing date for nominations: 31 December 2021
2. Short listed candidates will receive notification by 15 January 2022
3. If shortlisted please:
• Register for the congress (or register earlier to make use of the early bird offer)
• Submit a 2-minute (120 seconds) video or zoom recording about your clinical
entity before or on 30 January 2022
• Submit the video or Zoom summary on recording@wuwhs2022.org
5. Awards
1. Will be announced at the WUWHS gala dinner
2. A certificate and plaque as recognized Clinical Wound Center of Excellence will be
presented to the top three regional and top three local wound care entities
3. Award may be used as part of the future electronic signature of the entity
4. Winners will be published on the WUWHS website

